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As recognized, adventure as competently as
experience nearly lesson, amusement, as
skillfully as arrangement can be gotten by just
checking out a ebook faceless killers by
henning mankell with it is not directly done, you
could admit even more on this life, roughly the
world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as
capably as simple way to get those all. We meet
the expense of faceless killers by henning
mankell and numerous books collections from
fictions to scientific research in any way. along
with them is this faceless killers by henning
mankell that can be your partner.
Religions of the World is his legacy to academia.
Mark R. Woodward is Associate Professor of
Religious Studies at Arizona State University
and Visiting Professor of Comparative Religions
at the Center for Religious and Cross-cultural
Studies at Gadjah Mada University in Indonesia.
He received his Ph.D. in Cultural Anthropology
from the University of Illinois and also studied at
… There is a newer edition of this item: Religions
of the World (13th Edition) $55.90. (231) Only 1
left in stock - order soon. Religions of the World
by Hopfe, Lewis M., Woodward, Mark R..
Published by Pearson,2011, Binding: Paperback
12th Edition. Read more. Lewis M. Hopfe, Mark
R. Woodward, & Brett Hendrickson’s Religions
of the World is a comprehensive text that deals
with many aspects of world religions. The book
considers the following: 1) What culture
produced a particular religion? 2) What’s the
name of its religious founder? 3) What is the
religion’s sacred text? most up to date and
historically, religions of the world 13th edition by
lewis m hopfe mark r woodward brett
hendrickson and publisher pearson save up to
80 by choosing the etextbook option for isbn
9780133794229 0133794229 the print version of
this textbook is isbn 9780133793826
0133793826, learn religions world books hopfe
with free interactive
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goodreads helps you keep track of books you
want to read. start by marking “religions of the
world” as want to read: want to read saving…
want to read
currently reading
read
other editions enlarge cover want to read
saving… error rating book. refresh and try again.
rate this book clear rating 1 of 5 stars2 of 5
stars3 of 5 stars4 of 5 stars5 of 5 stars open
preview see a problem? we’d love your help. let
us know what’s wrong with this preview of
religions of the world by lewis m. hopfe. problem:
it’s the wrong book it’s the wrong edition other
details (if other): cancel
thanks for telling us about the problem.
return to book page not the book you’re looking
for? preview — religions of the world by lewis m.
hopfe religions of the world by lewis m. hopfe,
mark r. woodward 3.70 · rating details · 291
ratings · 18 reviews for introductory courses in
world religions; also appropriate as a
supplementary text for courses in anthropology
and sociology of religion.this intro to world
religions is ideal for students with no previous
exposure to religion because of its accessible
style and comprehensive, yet concise,
presentation. offering accurate, comparative
descriptions of religions, it gives for introductory
courses in world religions; also appropriate as a
supplementary text for courses in anthropology
and sociology of religion.this intro to world
religions is ideal for students with no previous
exposure to religion because of its accessible
style and comprehensive, yet concise,
presentation. offering accurate, comparative
descriptions of religions, it gives background
material on religious theory and study, while
exploring the historical and cultural factors.
unlike other texts, religions of the world includes
chapters on native american and african
religions as well as jainism, sikhism,
zoroastrianism, and baha'i. ...more get a copy
amazon
stores ?audible
barnes & noble
walmart ebooks
apple books
google play
abebooks
book depository
alibris
indigo
better world books
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thriftbooks
libraries
paperback, ninth edition, 407 pages published
july 10th 2003 by prentice hall more details...
isbn 0131830074 (isbn13: 9780131830073)
edition language english other editions (41)

all editions | add a new edition | combine ...less
detail edit details friend reviews to see what your
friends thought of this book, please sign up.
reader q&a to ask other readers questions about
religions of the world, please sign up.
be the first to ask a question about religions of
the world
lists with this book this book is not yet featured
on listopia. add this book to your favorite list »
community reviews showing 1-30 average rating
3.70 · rating details · 291 ratings · 18 reviews
all languagesenglish ?(15) ?? ?(1) more filters |
sort order start your review of religions of the
worldwrite a review nov 30, 2019 erwin thomas
rated it it was amazing shelves: world-religions
lewis m. hopfe, mark r. woodward, & brett
hendrickson’s religions of the world is a
comprehensive text that deals with many
aspects of world religions. the book considers
the following: 1) what culture produced a
particular religion? 2) what’s the name of its
religious founder? 3) what is the religion’s
sacred text? 4) what are the major historical
developments of the faith? 5) how do the
participants practice their religion? 6) what rituals
and behaviors shape the lives of the believers?
the aut lewis m. hopfe, mark r. woodward, &
brett hendrickson’s religions of the world is a
comprehensive text that deals with many
aspects of world religions. the book considers
the following: 1) what culture produced a
particular religion? 2) what’s the name of its
religious founder? 3) what is the religion’s
sacred text? 4) what are the major historical
developments of the faith? 5) how do the
participants practice their religion? 6) what rituals
and behaviors shape the lives of the believers?
the authors explored various regions of the
world, and explained they are conceivably
thousands of religions. they focused on religions
originating in africa and the americas, india,
china and japan, and the middle east. they
brought to light many of these faith traditions that
have been neglected, and demonized in the
studies on the world religions, especially in africa
and the americas. the authors have therefore
attempted to correct this imbalance by including
these neglected religious traditions, rituals, and
customs. ...more flag 1 like · like · see review
apr 25, 2020 kayla_451 rated it it was amazing
· review of another edition there is a tendency to
disregard religion--either all of them or all of
them but for one&apos;s own. but i think where
you fall on the religio-graphic world scheme
should hardly influence your willingness to learn
about other beliefs. even in our age, religion is
an extremely pertinent topic, as it influences
politics and worldviews of individuals,
governments, and would-be governments.
religious understanding is fundamental to
harmony and understanding and, most
importantly, education. beyond that, there is a
tendency to disregard religion--either all of them
or all of them but for one's own. but i think where
you fall on the religio-graphic world scheme
should hardly influence your willingness to learn
about other beliefs. even in our age, religion is
an extremely pertinent topic, as it influences
politics and worldviews of individuals,
governments, and would-be governments.
religious understanding is fundamental to
harmony and understanding and, most
importantly, education. beyond that, even if one
is not religious, there is a lot of value to be taken
from reading the literature of various civilizations
and hold in one's hands a literary compilation in
an appreciation of what carl jung called the
"collective subconscious." all in all, i thoroughly
enjoyed being introduced to the major world
religions, especially buddhism, hinduism, taoism,
and baha'i (having mostly been exposed to
abrahamic monotheism beforehand). ...more flag
like · see review may 03, 2017 jane francis rated
it really liked it · review of another edition
interesting book; focuses not only on the more
common world religions but also on indigenous
religions and regional variations to be found in
different cultures. really good introductory book
on religions. (read for world religions class in
college) flag like · see review aug 24, 2017 ron
wroblewski rated it it was amazing shelves:
religion the best comparative religion book i have
seen. i taught comparative religions and used
this book for 12 years. each edition got better. i
reviewed many other books for the class but
none of them was as good or better then
hopfe&apos;s. the best comparative religion
book i have seen. i taught comparative religions
and used this book for 12 years. each edition got
better. i reviewed many other books for the class
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but none of them was as good or better then
hopfe's. ...more flag like · see review jun 23,
2019 ?? rated it it was amazing ??????????????
?????????????????dnd??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???“???????”????????????????????……
??????????????????????????
???????????
???????????
????????
????????
???????
????????
???????
???????
????????
???????????
????????
????????
?????????
?????????? flag like · see review apr 03, 2014
luís alexandre ribeiro branco rated it really liked it
· review of another edition shelves: lidosem-2014 i have enjoyed reading this book and
learned many things especially about the native
american religions and also of the african
religions. the way the book is written is easy to
read and i found very interesting the inclusion in
the whole book sections "from the source". it was
very interesting also to learn about the
zoroastrianism, especially after a long time
outside of india where i served as missionary.
i would point as a weakness to the book the lack
of more information about latin america i have
enjoyed reading this book and learned many
things especially about the native american
religions and also of the african religions. the
way the book is written is easy to read and i
found very interesting the inclusion in the whole
book sections "from the source". it was very
interesting also to learn about the
zoroastrianism, especially after a long time
outside of india where i served as missionary.
i would point as a weakness to the book the lack
of more information about latin american
religions such as the spiritism in brazil, which
holds components very particular to them and
i’m not sure that just identify them as african
religion is totally correct. in brazil, many of the
spiritism followers are white people and very
influenced by allan kardec. just taking the
opportunity to say that it is a very expensive
book, too expensive for regular students. i will
guess that suggesting other sources would really
be helpful to students of this subject.
personally i gained a lot of new insights about
religion in general and it will help me in
becoming more tolerant and respectful to the
other faiths knowing that people are being truly
sincere in their practice even though i believe
that there is no salvation without christ. it is very
concerning that violence has affected and
followed almost all religions in the world. i
believe that knowing more about each other and
respecting everyone’s beliefs is a very strong
step towards world peace. ...more flag like · see
review may 03, 2014 arwa rated it it was
amazing i was given this book to read by one of
my students a few years ago. i was reluctant to
read the section about my religion as i felt that it
would likely trash my religion and my culture. i
was very relieved to see how it really highlighted
the positive aspects of every religion as if each
part of it was written by an advocate of the
respective religion it was describing. i have a lot
of respect for that since religion is a sensitive
issue and there is no value in highlighting the
differences be i was given this book to read by
one of my students a few years ago. i was
reluctant to read the section about my religion as
i felt that it would likely trash my religion and my
culture. i was very relieved to see how it really
highlighted the positive aspects of every religion
as if each part of it was written by an advocate of
the respective religion it was describing. i have a
lot of respect for that since religion is a sensitive
issue and there is no value in highlighting the
differences between religions rather than
similarities, hence ruining each others' morale.
religions aim to raise the integrity of people and
the humans in large. no need to use it to hurt
each other. i think this book does just that. i have
used it as a reference to remain informed and
sensitive to other religions. ...more flag like · see
review aug 14, 2007 jacob savage rated it liked it
recommends it for: any christian looking to
explore a basic understanding of the other major
beliefs in the world. this book was a great help
as far as understanding the basics of other
religions. it helped me come to understand how
people can take an idea and run with it when it
comes to their view of religion; by revealing the
corrupt history of many religions and their
impacts on different societies and cultures. i read
the book as a part of my world religions course
during my junior year in high school and it was a
good complement to the course. flag like · see
review may 25, 2011 anna rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition a very well
written text on several of the major religions.
it&apos;s broken into regions and offers maps
and snippets of scared text to illustrate the
information. information not only is given on the
formation of the religion and it&apos;s founder
but on the history of its beginnings and on to
present times as well as someof it&apos;s major
festivals and holidays. a very well written text on
several of the major religions. it's broken into
regions and offers maps and snippets of scared
text to illustrate the information. information not
only is given on the formation of the religion and
it's founder but on the history of its beginnings
and on to present times as well as someof it's
major festivals and holidays. ...more flag like
· see review jul 28, 2012 al gritten rated it liked it
· review of another edition a good general
survey text for world religions. it has even
handed coverage and a balanced approach to
religion, covering the major religions in a very
broad and general sense. as i said, it is an
overview, intended for use in undergrad courses.
i have read other books by hopfe, the lead
author, and find him to be both knowledgeable
and thorough in his coverage. flag like · see
review nov 05, 2010 alex rated it it was ok
shelves: school it was one of my textbooks for a
year long course in world religions. there was
some inaccurate information, but the text is fairly
easy to read, not too dry. flag like · see review
jul 28, 2007 tim rated it it was amazing
recommends it for: anyone who aint closeminded shelves: timsshelfofhappiness
outstanding, comprehensive work of the major
world religions. excellent non-assuming, nonintrusive style of writing as well. please read this
and expand your horizons. flag like · see review
apr 11, 2011 amber added it · review of another
edition shelves: textbooks 1 copy available flag
like · see review jul 26, 2011 statikpulse added it
· review of another edition had some boring
parts but pretty educational flag like · see review
mar 21, 2012 kory rated it it was amazing ·
review of another edition shelves: religion really
good book for getting a basic understanding of
other religions flag like · see review feb 14, 2014
qian xiaoyan rated it it was amazing shelves:
religion each time i encounter an new religion, i
refer to it. even the religion i familiar with, i am
always find something new and something
deeper than my previous knowledge. flag like
· see review tammy maywald rated it really liked
it
sep 09, 2012 alys rated it really liked it
jan 07, 2017 kim lowrie rated it it was amazing
sep 18, 2015 manoj singh rated it really liked it
jun 17, 2017 pat rated it really liked it
jul 30, 2012 julian conner rated it really liked it
nov 24, 2015 amanda goddard rated it it was
amazing
may 12, 2018 cheryl reber rated it really liked it
jun 03, 2014 iulian rated it it was amazing
jul 15, 2017 bryan heslop rated it liked it
mar 20, 2016 scott sancetta rated it really liked
it
jun 02, 2013 crystal cho rated it it was amazing
jul 24, 2018 peyton lewis rated it it was
amazing
dec 29, 2014 merrie mcfadden rated it it was
amazing
nov 22, 2013 « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
next » new topicdiscuss this book there are no
discussion topics on this book yet. be the first to
start one » share recommend it | stats | recent
status updates readers also enjoyed

see similar books… genres religion 34 users
nonfiction 14 users reference 8 users academic
> school 7 users textbooks 6 users history 5
users philosophy 5 users education 3 users
religion > theology 2 users reference > research
2 users see top shelves… about lewis m. hopfe
lewis m. hopfe 3 followers books by lewis m.
hopfe more… related articles64 top nonfiction
books to read for women's history month march
is women’s history month, dedicated to the
study, observance, and celebration of the vital
role of women in american history. some...read
more...286 likes · 70 comments trivia about
religions of the ... no trivia or quizzes yet. add
some now »
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